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Qurbani at Islam Freedom
 
 
Qurbani in Islam,
''Qurbani'' means sacrifice. Every year during the Islamic month of Zil Hajj Muslims around
the world slaughter an animal such as camel, sheep, goat etc, which shows the importance of
Ibrahim (RA) who sacrificed their son Ismail (RA) for the sake of God. Therefore Qurbani is an
essential part of every Muslim’s life. However for those who are unable to do ''Qurbani'' of an
animal ''Islam Freedom'' provide reliable services for the poor and needy people who are
unable to sacrifice an animal. ''Islam Freedom'' help by providing readily fresh and frozen
meat.
Hazrat Aisha (RA) narrated that the Prophet (PBUH) said there is no dearer deed of Ibne
Adam in the days of Qurbani than flowing blood and that the animal will come with his
horns, hairs and hooves on the day of Qayamat. The blood of the Qurbani reaches the
stage of acceptance before it reaches the floor, (Tirmidhi).
These lines indicate the importance of Qurbani for Muslims,
''Islam Freedom'' buy selected and healthy animals including sheeps, camels, cows, goats
etc.
As Muslims, we help ensure the poor and needy do not go hungry. Prophet (PBUH) said,
“He is not a Muslim whose stomach is full while his neighbour goes hungry” (Muslim)
These lines indicate the importance of charity for the poor and less fortunate. Islam Freedom
helps thousands of poor and needy people through suitable prices of Qurbani Animals.
Qurbani cow,
Qurbani is a significant religious practice in Islam carried out around the world by millions of
Muslims on Eid ul adha and the two days following it.
Every Muslim performs this religious and beautiful Islamic ritual according to his choice as
some people do the Qurbani of large animals like cows and camels and most middle class
families do the Qurbani of small animals like goats and sheeps.
The health and condition of every animal is very important ''Islam Freedom'' provides healthy
and reliable prices of Qurbani animals according to the complete Islamic Procedure and
Sunnah under the following prices
*£50 for 1/7 share of a cow
*£60 for 1/7 share of a cow *Most needed 
*£350 for Qurbani of a whole cow 
*£420 for Qurbani of a whole Cow *Most needed 
*£530 for Qurbani of a cooked whole cow *Most needed 
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*£595 for Qurbani of a big whole cow 
*£675 for Qurbani of a big whole cow *Most needed 
Sheep Qurbani,
Islam Freedom provides complete and feasible packages of sheep Qurbanis such as
*£90 for Qurbani of a sheep or goat *Most needed 
*£195 for Qurbani of a sheep (UK home delivery)
Qurbani 2019,
In 2019 Qurbani (Eid ul Adha) is expected to be on or around 12 August, the exact date will
not be known until the sighting of the new moon.
''Islam Freedom'' provides Qurbani services within affordable prices. ''Islam Freedom''
helped thousands of poor, needy and those who are orphans with meat contributions for many
years, which is an honourable achievement of '' Islam Freedom '', with the grace of The
Almighty ''Islam Freedom'' provides best services of Qurbani in 2019 .
''Islam Freedom'' provide reasonable prices for Qurbani in 2019 and for those people who
are unable to buy an animal for Qurbani Islam Freedom are very considerable in this regard. 
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